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Designer Helmet Covers specialise in custom made sublimated 
cricket helmet covers that are free from the constraints of 
embroidery. 

Made from a premium quality stretch sports Lycra blend and using 
state of the art sublimation equipment we can create almost any 
design you can imagine, whilst incorporating sponsors, hashtags, 
player names & numbers.  

We are Australian owned and all design work is completed in 
Melbourne, usually within 48hrs.  

Our clever 5 piece construction and 4-way stretch material 
ensures a perfect fit on all major helmet brands in all sizes, 
without clumping or folding.

Our covers are highly durable, machine washable, sun & fade 
resistant.



Custom Covers Made Retail Easy
Your Job:

- Advertise 
- Pass on the leads
- Make about $15 a unit

It’s that easy. 

Advertise custom made Designer Helmet Covers, Sam Coates at 
CHHL should provide you with all the info and marketing material 
you need. 

Pass on any warm leads to sam@chhl.co who will ensure the 
design brief is ready to pass onto us.

Sam will manage the design/redesign process. You don’t have to 
do a thing. 
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Retailer Protection Guarantee

If you bring a club or school to DHC via Sam at CHHL, we 
guarantee all future orders will be processed through you. 

Each job will be tagged to you, so even if they call us directly 
to reorder a year later, we will still put that through you. 

Also, we will never discuss price with your customer, ever. 



Sublimation v Embroidery

When comparing the two for helmet covers its a no brainer, 
sublimation wins every time. 

- No setup fees (embroidery is usually $60+ ?).

- No additional costs for extra logo’s, sponsors, or custom text.

- No limiting stitch counts or missed detail. We print whatever is on 
the screen including fading, shadows and intricate logo detail. 

- Embroidery can’t be stretched, but our covers do, creating a 
perfect fit on all traditional shape helmets. 



3 Step Custom Design Process

1. Request an obligation free design concept. All we need are team 
logos, sponsor logo’s (inc your own?) and instructions for 
position and colours. 

2. Review the design concept and return with any desired 
amendments. We trade designs back and forth until you are 
100% happy to head into production. 

4. Production takes about 3-5 weeks, plus another week or so for 
delivery to store. 



Pricing

Invoiced from Sam Coates at CHHL. 
All CHHL account terms are applicable. 

Wholesale:        $24 each +gst
RRP:                 $39.95

Full Product Gallery
Website: www.designerhelmetcovers.com
Facebook: @DesignerHelmetCovers
Instagram: @Designer_Helmet_Covers


